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1. Introduction

In theoretical welfare state research a distinction 
is often made between Bismarckian and Bev-
eridgean benefits systems. In the former system, 
benefits are positively earnings-related and typi-
cally defined as replacement ratios; whereas in 
the latter system, benefits are flat rate, equal for 
all in absolute amounts. In practice, however, 
most Bismarckian systems include in their de-
sign upper benefit limits, often referred to as 
ceilings. Seemingly, the purpose of such ceil-
ings is clear: To increase the amount of verti-
cal income redistribution created by social in-
surance. As shown in this paper, however, the 
amount of extra redistribution caused by such 
benefit ceilings is under realistic circumstances 
very small, and it has a substantive negative 
impact on both utilitarian welfare and politi-

cal sustainability. Given that the same amount 
of vertical redistribution can be achieved using 
other methods at a smaller cost, the widespread 
usage of ceilings is slightly more puzzling than 
may initially seem.

Empirically, the redistributive effect of Bis-
marckian social insurance schemes is well doc-
umented - see for example Korpi and Palme 
(1998). To the authorʼs knowledge, however, 
no previous research has examined the redis-
tribution caused by upper benefit limits. Cre-
mer and Pestieau (2003) use a model similar to 
the one used here, to study the consequences 
of economic integration between two countries 
when benefits are Bismarckian in one and Bev-
eridgean in the other. Casamatta et al. (2000) 
use a model with three types of individuals 
and a linear combination of Beveridgean and 
Bismarckian benefits to show that high-income 
earners support social insurance only if ben-
efits are sufficiently Bismarckian. This result 
fits well with the finding in this paper, that the 
redistribution created by upper benefit limits is 
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associated with a substantial cost in terms of 
political sustainability.

The paper proceeds as follows. In the next 
section we introduce a simplified insurance 
model to analyze the effects of ceilings on ine-
quality. In section three, the model is calibrated 
with Swedish data to get numeric estimates of 
the redistributive effects. Section four concludes 
the paper with a brief discussion on how the use 
of ceilings is best explained.

2. The model

Assume that society consists of two types, Hi 
and Lo, with fixed labor supply and incomes 1 
and γ ∈ (0, 1). Both types face a positive risk 
of complete income loss. For Hi the risk is ρ ∈  
(0, 1), and for Lo the risk is αρ, α ∈ 
The two states will be referred to as state loss 
and state no loss. Note that Hi refers to the high-
income, low-risk type, and Lo refers to the low-
income, high-risk type. The setting is motivated 
by the fact that social insurance often involves 
risks that are negatively correlated with income, 
see Ferrarini and Nelson (2003).

Under social insurance, Hi and Lo receive 
income replacement benefits at ratio rH and 
rL respectively. The social insurance scheme 
is financed by Lo paying the tax rate t on her 
income and Hi paying the tax rate ηt on her 
income. The parameter η is assumed to be equal 
to or larger than 1, indicating whether taxes are 
proportional or progressive in the sense that Hi 
pays a larger proportion of her income in taxes. 
In accordance with the situation in Sweden we 
assume that benefits are subject to taxation. 
This generates the following budget for social 
insurance:

(1)

Because taxes are determined endogenously, 
any social insurance policy is completely de-
scribed by the replacement rates rH and rL and 

the tax progressivity parameter η. This leads 
to the following expressions for expected in-
comes:

(2)

To describe inequality, we simply use income 
ratios.1 Pre fisc inequality will be

(3)

where Ig >       because inequality is caused not 
only by Hi having higher income but also being 
able to work more often. Post fisc inequality 
will be

(4)

One can easily verify that the policy η = 1 and 
rH = rL = 1 will completely remove the part of 
the inequality in expected income that is caused 
by the risk difference between Hi and Lo, and 
leave unaffected the inequality caused by the 
gross income difference,  . This redistribution 
is the result of complete risk pooling.

Benefits to high-income earners can be lim-
ited in many ways by making the replacement 
rate weakly decreasing in income. In advanced 
welfare states it is common that the replace-
ment rate is constant up to a ceiling where the 
benefit becomes a fixed amount. In the stylized 
model used here, a ceiling means that rL > rH. 
Lowering rH will affect inequality via several 
channels. The direct effect is that Hi will re-
ceive lower benefits in state loss. The indirect 
effects occur because lower rH requires lower 
taxation which affects the expected income of 
both types in both states. The relevant deriva-
tives are as follows:

1 The same results can be obtained by calculating Gini 
coefficients, but this would be more complicated than justi-
fied in a simple two type model.
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(5)

For yH, the derivative consists of three parts. 
The first is the direct effect of an increased ben-
efit in state loss for a constant tax rate. This 
positive effect is counteracted by the fact that 
higher replacement rate requires higher taxes. 
The second term is the decrease caused by this 
tax effect in state loss, and the third term is the 
tax effect in state no loss. For yL , the total ef-
fect is simply the sum of the tax effect in the 
two states.

Should the reduction in inequality achieved 
by lowering rH be considered big or small? The 
answer depends on several factors. One such 
factor is of course the specific parameter values, 
especially the risk parameter ρ. Because a ceil-
ing mainly affects inequality in state loss, the 
effect is bound to be small if the probability of 
Hi being in state loss is small, which is typically 
the case for the risks that social insurance han-
dles. Furthermore, suppose that the government 
does not only care about the degree of redistri-
bution, but also about total utility and/or politi-
cal sustainability. To evaluate the success with 
which the ceiling reduces inequality we need 
to know if there are other methods to achieve 
the same amount of redistribution with lower 
costs in terms of other policy goals. Without 
adding new features to the model, there are two 
alternative methods that can be used to increase 
redistribution. One method is to increase η, the 
tax progressivity parameter. Another method is 
to increase the replacement rate for both Hi and 
Lo. This will increase the redistribution towards 
complete risk pooling.

In the next section we examine how the ceil-
ing method compares to these other methods 
in a setting with realistic parameter values for 
a typical Bismarckian short term social insur-
ance: The Swedish sickness benefit. Using util-
ity functions with different degrees of risk aver-
sion, we will calculate total utility under differ-
ent policies. We also study political sustainabil-
ity by examining how inefficient a competing 

market alternative must be in order to ensure 
that both Hi and Lo prefers social insurance.

3. The redistributive effect of ceilings

To examine the size of the redistributive effect 
of ceilings, we calibrate the model with Swed-
ish data. If Hi and Lo represent the poorer and 
richer half of the adult population, official sta-
tistics suggest values of γ = 0.6 and η = 1.1, 
indicating that the poorer half of the population 
earns roughly 60 percent of what the richer half 
of the population does, and that the average tax 
rate is 10 percentage units higher for the richer 
half.2 Furthermore, data from the National So-
cial Insurance Board (RFV) suggest that for the 
Swedish sickness benefit we have ρ ≈ 0.1 and 
α ≈ 1.5, which means that the risk is 10 percent 
for high-income earners and 15 percent for low-
income earners.

The inequality level that would prevail in a 
situation with no insurance is
Suppose - counterfactually - that the replace-
ment rate in the Swedish sickness benefit, 
which is 78 percent, is given to both groups:  
rH = rL = 0.78. Under the parameter values given 
above, such a universal social insurance brings 
inequality down to 

We will now examine three ways to lower 
inequality below this. The first is the ceiling ap-
proach, modeled as a reduction of the benefits 
for Hi by 10 percent. The second case is when 
the same level of redistribution is achieved by 
increasing the replacement rate for both Hi and 
Lo. The third case is when the redistribution is 
achieved through increased tax progressivity. 
We compare these three methods in terms of 
their effects on total utility and on the possibil-
ity for social insurance to Pareto dominate a 
multiplicatively inefficient market alternative. 
Expected utility for Hi and Lo under social in-
surance is

2 Calculations based on Statistics Sweden (SCB, 1999), 
table 49 and 50 (full-time employees age 20–64).
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risk di�erence between�� and ��� and leave una�ected the inequality caused

by the gross income di�erence, 1
�
. This redistribution is the result of complete

risk pooling.

Benets to high-income earners can be limited in many ways by making

the replacement rate weakly decreasing in income. In advanced welfare states

it is common that the replacement rate is constant up to a ceiling where the

benet becomes a xed amount. In the stylized model used here, a ceiling

means that �� � �� � Lowering �� will a�ect inequality via several channels.

The direct e�ect is that �� will receive lower benets in state loss. The

indirect e�ects occur because lower �� requires lower taxation which a�ects

the expected income of both types in both states. The relevant derivatives

are as follows:

���
���

= � (1� ��)� ���
��

���
� � (1� �)

��

���
�

���
���
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For �� � the derivative consists of three parts. The rst is the direct e�ect of

an increased benet in state loss for a constant tax rate. This positive e�ect

is counteracted by the fact that higher replacement rate requires higher taxes.

The second term is the decrease caused by this tax e�ect in state loss, and

the third term is the tax e�ect in state no loss. For ��� the total e�ect is

simply the sum of the tax e�ect in the two states.

Should the reduction in inequality achieved by lowering �� be considered

big or small? The answer depends on several factors. One such factor is of
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For �� � the derivative consists of three parts. The rst is the direct e�ect of

an increased benet in state loss for a constant tax rate. This positive e�ect

is counteracted by the fact that higher replacement rate requires higher taxes.
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(6)

We will do the simulation for three different 
forms of the utility function u, and draw conclu-
sions only when the results are the same regard-
less of what utility function is used. The utility 
functions we use are the constant relative risk 
aversion (CRRA) utility function and the quad-
ratic utility function. The CRRA-utility function 
is written as follows:

(7)

where θ is the parameter of constant relative 
risk aversion. The calculations will be done for 
θ = 2 and θ = 4. As the third specification, we 
use the quadratic utility function:

(8)

To model political sustainability of social insur-
ance, assume that there is a competing market 
insurance where Hi can receive coverage q by 
paying a premium a. The premi-
um a is a multiplicative markup 
c over the actuarially fair pre-
mium:

(9)

The markup c reflects imperfect competition 
and the costs private firms incur to obtain in-
formation about individual risks. The amount 
of coverage Hi would buy from private insur-
ance will be

(10)

Clearly, if c is high enough, Hi will be better 
off under social insurance compared to market 
insurance despite being net payer under the 
former. We will calculate the crucial level of c, 
denoted 

˘
c, for which Hi is indifferent between 

social insurance and market insurance. This 
generates a measure of how efficient market 
insurance can be and still be Pareto dominated 
by social insurance. The lower 

˘
c, the higher is 

the political sustainability of social insurance.
Let us now turn to the results of the simu-

lations, presented in table 1. The first column 
is the baseline scenario where both Hi and Lo 
receive the same replacement rate of 78 per-
cent. Suppose now that the replacement rate 
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Clearly, if � is high enough, �� will be better o� under social insurance

compared to market insurance despite being net payer under the former. We

will calculate the crucial level of �� denoted e�� for which �� is indi�erent

between social insurance and market insurance. This generates a measure

of how e�cient market insurance can be and still be Pareto dominated by

social insurance. The lower e�� the higher is the political sustainability of

social insurance.

Let us now turn to the results of the simulations, presented in table 1.

The rst column is the baseline scenario where both �� and �� receive the

same replacement rate of 78 percent. Suppose now that the replacement rate

for �� is reduced by ten percent to �� = 0�702� The redistributive impact

of the ceiling is fairly small, post sc inequality falls from 1�669 to 1�657�

Depending on the level of risk aversion, the ceiling increases or decreases

total utility slightly, and regardless of the level of risk aversion there is a

substantive decrease in the political sustainability of social insurance.

[Table 1 here]

As shown in the last two columns of table 1, the same level of post

sc inequality could be reached by increasing the universal replacement rate

to �� = �� = 0�895 or by increasing � to 1�184� Regardless of whether

the di�erent methods are evaluated based on their e�ect on total utility or
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Table 1. Three methods to decrease 
inequality

Baseline Ceiling Benefit Tax
progressivity

Parameter values:
rL 0.78 0.78 0.895 0.78

rH 0.78 0.702 0.895 0.78
η 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.184
Outcomes:
Post fisc inequality 1.669 1.657 1.657 1.657
Total tax ratio 9.52 9.07 10.77 9.52
CRRA utility, θ = 2
Total utility -1.048 -1.049 -1.026 -1.043˘
c 1.28 1.38 1.26 1.31
CRRA utility , θ = 4
Total utility -2.223 -2.217 -2.079 -2.194˘
c 1.35 1.55 1.27 1.38
Quadratic utility
Total utility 0.882 0.879 0.884 0.883˘
c 1.38 1.55 1.31 1.41
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the ceiling increases or decreases total utility 
slightly, and regardless of the level of risk aver-
sion there is a substantive decrease in the politi-
cal sustainability of social insurance.

As shown in the last two columns of table 
1, the same level of post fisc inequality could 
be reached by increasing the universal replace-
ment rate to rH = rL = 0.895 or by increasing η 
to 1.184. Regardless of whether the different 
methods are evaluated based on their effect on 
total utility or political sustainability, increas-
ing the universal replacement rate is the best 
choice, and increased tax progressivity is the 
second best. Table 1 also shows the total tax 
ratio, calculated as tax revenue over income, 

(11)

Not surprisingly, the ceiling is the method that 
requires lowest tax ratio.

The conclusion to be drawn from the simula-
tion is the following. If we in addition to equal-
ity care about total utility or political sustain-
ability, ceilings seem to be an irrational choice 
of policy. Among the aspects included in the 
model, only a strong desire to keep the tax ra-
tio to a minimum would provide an explana-
tion for the widespread usage of ceilings. In the 
concluding section we discuss some potential 
explanations excluded from the model.

4. Concluding discussion

A number of aspects are excluded from the sim-
ple model used here. There is no variation in 
labor supply, there are no moral hazard prob-
lems caused by the insurance and we have not 
explicitly modeled the possibility to use private 
insurance to complement the coverage offered 
by social insurance (so called topping up). 
While these are all important aspects, none of 
them seem likely to explain the common us-
age of ceilings. The effect on labor supply of 
lowering the replacement rate for high-income 
earners is likely to be very small for reasonable 
labor supply elasticities. Moral hazard justifies 
of course that replacement rates should not be 

close to 100 percent, but it can justify ceilings 
only if moral hazard problems are particularly 
severe for highincome earners, which does not 
seem likely. The effect of allowing topping up 
is studied in Bergh (2004) where it is shown 
that allowing topping up when moral hazard 
is weak can create political support for social 
insurance schemes that would otherwise be re-
jected. However, when moral hazard problems 
are more severe, allowing topping up may de-
stroy political support for social insurance that 
would otherwise enjoy majority support. These 
findings alone can not explain the existence of 
ceilings.

To understand why there are benefit ceilings 
in Bismarckian social insurance, we must first 
understand why there is Bismarckian social 
insurance. Well-known justifications include 
the theory of market failure (see for example 
Barr, 1998) and arguments based on a direct 
normative account (see for example Goodin, 
1990). If market failure or any normative argu-
ment justify the provision of earnings-related 
benefits, it is by no means obvious why some 
incomes should be excluded. If the normative 
argument is that social insurance policy should 
decrease inequality, we have shown that there 
are more efficient ways than ceilings to achieve 
this goal.

The best understanding of why ceilings are 
used probably comes from a political economy 
perspective. It is well known that too much tar-
geting of welfare benefits is destructive for the 
political support for transfer programs (see for 
example Casamatta et al., 2000, DeDonder and 
Hindriks, 1998 and Rosenberry, 1982). There-
fore, the persistence of big welfare states can 
at least partially be explained by the fact that 
middle and high-income earners are included 
in the major benefit systems. According to 
this line of thinking, ceilings can be explained 
as follows. To ensure support from a major-
ity for Bismarckian social insurance schemes, 
they must be sufficiently efficient in providing 
earnings-related benefits for a majority of the 
population. Once the systems are supported by 
a majority, it is however politically unneces-
sary to spend additional tax revenue on ben-
efits for high-income earners in the upper part 
of the income distribution. This explanation is 

political sustainability, increasing the universal replacement rate is the best

choice, and increased tax progressivity is the second best. Table 1 also shows

the total tax ratio, calculated as tax revenue over income, (1��)��+(1���)��
1��+(1���)� �
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model, only a strong desire to keep the tax ratio to a minimum would provide

an explanation for the widespread usage of ceilings. In the concluding section

we discuss some potential explanations excluded from the model.

4 Concluding discussion

A number of aspects are excluded from the simple model used here. There

is no variation in labor supply, there are no moral hazard problems caused

by the insurance and we have not explicitly modeled the possibility to use

private insurance to complement the coverage o�ered by social insurance (so

called topping up). While these are all important aspects, none of them

seem likely to explain the common usage of ceilings. The e�ect on labor

supply of lowering the replacement rate for high-income earners is likely to

be very small for reasonable labor supply elasticities. Moral hazard justies

of course that replacement rates should not be close to 100 percent, but it can

justify ceilings only if moral hazard problems are particularly severe for high-

income earners, which does not seem likely. The e�ect of allowing topping

up is studied in Bergh (2004) where it is shown that allowing topping up
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supported by the findings reported in Korpi and 
Palme (1998) that out of 11 examined welfare 
states, the maximum pension benefit is equal to 
the pension of an average production worker in 
six welfare states, and the maximum sickness 
benefit equals the sickness benefit for average 
production workers in eight countries. Because 
the average wage is typically above the median 
wage, this means that a majority of income 
earners is enjoying full Bismarckian benefits 
whereas a minority of high-income earners is 
not given full earningsrelatedness in these wel-
fare states. Nevertheless, the analysis under-
taken here shows clearly that using ceilings in 
Bismarckian social insurance means trading a 
substantial amount of political sustainability for 
a marginal amount of increased equality.
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